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assignment  //  editorial illustration in pen & ink

Editorial illustrations are those created with the purpose of accompanying a specific text.  These are often found in newspapers, 
comic books, children’s books, novels and magazines, the most famous of which is perhaps the New Yorker.  The best editorial illustra-
tions reference the author’s scholarship, a depth of understanding of the content, technical skill and humor. 

objective  //  
In addition to gaining an understanding of the broad range of uses and methods of pen and ink, this is also an exercise in the analysis 
of a text, in the visual communication of an idea.

materials  //  
Article to illustrate, sketchbook, pens (can be Micron), nib-holders, nibs of various sizes, Sumi or India ink (black), brushes (for wash-
es), Bristol Vellum paper (about 9 x 12 inches), any tools you want to experiment with (toothbrush, straw, sponge, etc.).  Rapidographs 
are also a possibility, though they are very expensive.

guidelines  //  
For our pen and ink editorial illustration, here is the general timeline and process:

//  Find an article
Choose any current article from a well-reputed newspaper or magazine that you want to illustrate.  

 
//  Thumbnails + Composition

Again, thumbs are quick analyses of the canvas; nothing detailed is drawn in them, just blocks of black indicating where 
something might go.  Find the best composition for your concept.  Also think about what ideas translate the message, and those 
which are less successful.

//  Sketches
After determining which thumbnails will be the most effective in communicating your message, choose those and develop larger 
scale sketches to further analyze the placement of various textures, lines, negative space, shapes, etc.  

//  Practice!
During sketching as well as after, experiment with various techniques of the medium.  Pen and ink offers a WIDE variety of 
options in terms of mark-making.  Think:  splatters, drips, thick, thin, repetitive.  Basically, how does a mark express an idea and 
how can you make it?

//  Final Drawing
Your final drawing is a minimum of 8 x 10 inches.

//  Presentation
Mount the vellum onto black mat board using mounting spray.  All spraying is to be done outside.  There should be a 1 or 2” 
margin on three sides of the mounting board, and a 1/2 or 1” larger space on the bottom.  Lastly, create a black flap to cover 
the illustration for protection. Techniques for all of this will be shown in class.

assignment timeline 
Date What’s Due

2/2 Plans for illustration
Reading 2

2/4 Sketches
Group 2 Presentations

2/9 Some work on final drawing

2/11 Critique!

inspiration  //  
Edward Gorey, Ralph Steadman, Barry Blitt, Joe Ciardiello, Jules Feiffer, David Heatley, David Small, Robert Crumb, Fernanda Cohen, 
Frances Jetter, Keri Smith, Edward Lear, Laurie Sandell, Marjane Satrapi, Charles Burns


